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Reputation is a fundamental feature of human sociality as it sustains coopera-
tive relationships among unrelated individuals. Research from various
disciplines provides insights on how individuals form impressions of others,
condition their behaviours based on the reputation of their interacting partners
and spread or learn such reputations. However, past research has often neg-
lected the socio-ecological conditions that can shape reputation systems and
their effect on cooperation. Here, we outline how social environments, cultural
values and institutions come to play a crucial role in howpeople navigate repu-
tation systems. Moreover, we illustrate how these socio-ecological dimensions
affect the interdependence underlying social interactions (e.g. potential recipi-
ents of reputational benefits, degree of dependence) and the extent to which
reputation systems promote cooperation. To do so, we review the interdisci-
plinary literature that illustrates how reputation systems are shaped by the
variation of prominent ecological features. Finally, we discuss the implications
of a socio-ecological approach to the study of reputation and outline potential
avenues for future research.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘The language of cooperation: repu-
tation and honest signalling’.
1. Introduction
Reputation is a pervasive feature of human social interactions [1] and can be
broadly defined as the set of beliefs, perceptions and evaluations that an individ-
ual has about another person [2]. Reputation serves several functions that sustain
beneficial relationships within and beyond groups, and it is considered a ‘univer-
sal currency’ of social interactions [1]. Reputation helps establish cooperative
interactions through the successful deterrence of free-riders [2–5] and can sustain
cooperationwithout repeated interactions [2–4]. Twomechanisms bywhich repu-
tation systems enable cooperation are indirect reciprocity and partner choice [3,6–
8]. In indirect reciprocity, an individual A cooperates or defects against B; a third
party C then conditions her decisionwhether to cooperatewith A onA’s prior be-
haviour towards B. In partner choice, C uses the information about A’s prior
behaviour to decidewhether to choose A as an interaction partner. Consequently,
there are good reasonswhy people care about the impression theymake on others
[9]. Such impressions are not only driven by direct observation of one’s behaviour,
but also indirectly by information spread (e.g. gossip) [1,2].

Past research has focused on the factors that play a crucial role in facilitating
cooperation with strangers [2,10–14]. The two factors of reputation systems that
promote cooperation are observability and gossip.When interactions are observa-
ble by others, people can become concerned about their reputation among these
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Figure 1. Summary of a theoretical framework highlighting the relationship between socio-ecological conditions, reputation systems and interdependence affecting
cooperation towards strangers.
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third parties. Consequently, people are more cooperative in
public, than in private situations [15–19]. Observability can
even sustain cooperation in otherwise anonymous peer-to-
peer markets [17]. Reputations are also formed because of
what people learn from others about potential collaborators,
i.e. gossip. Gossip, compared to other factors such as costly
punishment, can be an efficient and low-cost way to promote
cooperation in groups [2,20–23]. Gossip can spread reputa-
tional information beyond direct observers, thus providing
information about potential partners before actually meeting
them [24–26]. Past research shows that gossip is prevalent in
traditional small-scale societies [27–29] but also in contempor-
ary large-scale societies [22]. Laboratory experiments on gossip
have provided controlled evidence that individuals are more
cooperative when facing the ‘threat of gossip’ [30–32], and
modelling shows that gossip supports the evolution of
cooperation, even when it is not completely accurate [33].
Although this research provides evidence for the importance
of gossip and observability in promoting cooperation, it is
less clear the extent to which reputation systems are shaped
by socio-ecological conditions. Moreover, there is little research
on how interdependence among individuals specifies the
consequences of reputation systems for cooperative behaviour.

Here, we define reputation systems as the set of factors
that affect the formation, spread and use of reputations
(such as gossip and observability). Reputation systems do
not occur in a vacuum but are shaped by a rich set of situa-
tional and relational factors and the interplay between the
individuals and their environments, which we will term
more broadly as socio-ecological conditions. Little is known
about the socio-ecological factors that might shape and facili-
tate the different ways in which reputations are formed,
spread and used. Empirical studies have mainly focused on
how reputation and opportunities for forming or spreading
reputations affect social behaviour in a given context, but
much less attention has been devoted to different environ-
ments, cultural values and institutions in which different
reputation systems emerge and are used. This is in contrast
with recent theoretical and empirical efforts that have high-
lighted the importance of social ecology in shaping social
behaviours within and across societies [34–36]. Similarly,
social–ecological conditions may give rise to reputation
systems and shape their particular form.

Additionally, social–ecological conditions may shape
the pattern of interdependence that characterizes peoples’
interactions, such as the degree to which they need to rely
on others or themselves (i.e. degree of dependence) or face
corresponding versus conflicting interests [37–41]. They
may also shape whether interactions are within the close
network or extend to new interaction partners, including
strangers and outgroup members [9,16,42,43]. Evolutionary
models of reputation-based cooperation, such as models of
indirect reciprocity [3], have largely overlooked such factors.
With a few exceptions [42,44–46], these models ignore vari-
ation in the environments and social contexts in which
interactions occur. This results in the often-implicit assump-
tion that the insights from such models are universal, i.e.
that they apply and are suitable across diverse institutional,
cultural and environmental conditions.

We propose that variation across social ecologies (i) gives
rise to different reputation systems and (ii) shapes the inter-
dependence among individuals, which in turn affects the
functioning of reputation systems (figure 1). Below, we
describe a selection of relevant socio-ecological dimensions,
such as social conditions, subsistence environments and cul-
tural and institutional settings, that may influence the
efficiency of reputation systems in humans. In taking stock
from evidence across different disciplines, we present an
overview of the impact of different socio-ecological con-
ditions in shaping reputation systems and interdependence,
and we relate them to various consequences for cooperation
in humans. Finally, we outline potential avenues on how
future research may incorporate a socio-ecological approach
into the study of reputation in humans. It is important to
note that the list of socio-ecological conditions highlighted
in the present review is not exhaustive. Instead, we focus
on selected examples that highlight the benefits of consider-
ing the socio-ecological context in the study of reputation
systems and cooperation.
2. A socio-ecological approach to reputation
(a) Social environment
The social environment may shape reputation systems. Here,
we focus on factors that can affect the information flow and
the likelihood of repeated interactions. Two such social
environmental factors are network density and population
density. In societies characterized by greater population den-
sity, the greater frequency of repeated interactions facilitates
the extent to which social interactions are observable by
others. Moreover, the higher flow of information facilitates
how people spread and use reputation information through
gossip. Given better opportunities to observe and gossip,
we may expect that in higher density areas people will
cooperate and trust more compared to areas with lower
population density. In a survey involving 5000 business lea-
ders across 31 regions in China, researchers found that
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business people tend to consider interactions with people
from regions with a higher degree of population density as
more cooperative, than regions with a lower population den-
sity [47]. Similarly, theoretical and experimental studies that
manipulate the density of social networks (i.e. the number of
connections among individuals within a network) found that
denser networks facilitate the spread of information and
increase the degree to which certain actions can be observed
by others [48,49]. This in turn makes reputation systems
(e.g. via gossip) more successful in promoting cooperation in
denser networks, compared to less dense networks. For
example, a recent study conducted among 364 United States
mTurkers found that denser networks dynamically emerged
with cooperation when participants were provided the possi-
bility to observe each other’s actions [50]. A current-day
example is the availability of onlinemarkets, which can be con-
ceived as creating a dense network of business partners that
can deter opportunistic and reward friendly behaviour [51,52].

Societies also vary in the extent to which individuals
develop interpersonal relationships based on their individual
preferences [35,53]. Individuals living in contexts that favour
higher relational mobility are free to interact with strangers
and to form new relationships (as well as leave old ones). By
contrast, in contexts characterized by lower relational mobility
interactions are bounded within families and close networks
[35]. Therefore,most social interactions are observed by ingroup
members, and ingroup members are more often targets of
gossip. These differences in mobility can thus have dramatic
effects on reputation systems and the way interactions with
strangers are framed. In highly relationally mobile societies,
people need to possess skills to understand the reputation of
potential strangers, and strategically condition their behaviour
to assure cooperative and beneficial future alliances when
observed by others. As a result, people inmore mobile societies
may rely more on their own and others’ reputations in inter-
actions with strangers and be more attentive when gossip and
opportunities for social visibility are present. In line with this
hypothesis, past research shows that Facebook users (n = 116)
in the highly mobile United States encounter more gossip on
social media than Facebook users in the less mobile Japan
[54]. By contrast, people in less relationally mobile societies
may be more concerned about their reputation among ingroup
members, leading them to behave with greater conformity
when observed and to disclose less about themselves to close
others [55,56]. Recent cross-cultural research, involving more
than 18 000 participants from industrialized societies, found
that people living in societies with higher relational mobility
cooperate more with strangers, compared to those living in
societies with lower relational mobility [13]. Further research
may explain whether such cross-cultural differences in
cooperation could occur because people in highly relationally
mobile environments rely more on reputation systems (e.g.
gossip and observability). Another interesting avenue for
future research would be to compare the prevalence of gossip
and observability across social environments and to look for
invariant traits, such as features of reputation systems that do
not depend on variation in the social environment.
(b) Subsistence environment
Another prominent environmental factor is the historically
prevalent subsistence type within a particular society, defined
by its primary food production system [57]. Such more distal
features of the ecology (e.g. defensibility and presence of
resources) may have influenced the contemporary social ecol-
ogy [43,58,59]. In particular, subsistence type might play a
role in shaping features of interdependence, that can moderate
the effect of reputation systems on cooperation. In particular,
societies characterized by different subsistence types differ
across relevant dimensions such as dependence among indi-
viduals, the prevalence of correspondence versus conflict of
interests situations and/or whether interactions are prevalent
within the close network or extend to new partners, like stran-
gers and outgroup members [60,61]. These changes in the
degree of interdependence among members of a population
may affect the extent to which reputation systems promote
cooperation. In fact, it is important to select cooperative
partners when individuals have a conflict of interest (i.e. one
of the partners needs to sacrifice), or when they depend on
other individuals [62]. In such situations, people display
higher cooperationwhen observed by others [62]. For example,
herders move residence more often to manage their herd. This
often leads them to be involved in situations of conflict of inter-
ests, with high dependence on others [57]. Therefore, herders
can be sensitive to observability and potential gossip when
interacting with strangers. By contrast, farmers lead a more
sedentary life and are used to interacting with and being
observed by ingroup members [57]. A recent large-scale
survey, involving residents of 408 Japanese communities (n =
7295), found that people belonging to farming communities
are more concerned about their reputation with fellow mem-
bers, compared to people in non-farming communities [37].
These findings support the idea that these differences in social
interactions (affected by the subsistence type) might moderate
the relationship between reputation systems and cooperation.
In a follow-up survey (n = 1714, 86 communities), farming com-
munities with substantial reputational concern, a psychological
mechanism that is enhanced by observability and gossip [31],
have been observed to increase ingroup cooperation up to 2
years later [37]. Thus, subsistence type may shape whether
reputation systems are closely group-bounded or more open,
and have consequences for cooperation [42].

There can also be important differences between societies
engaged in similarmodes of subsistence. For example, rice farm-
ing requires farmers to be dependent on each other to build and
share irrigation systems with close neighbours, and this leads to
highly reciprocal and cooperative relationships among neigh-
bours [63]. Wheat farmers, however, do not face the same
environmental and social challenges to grow wheat and could,
therefore, restrict their interactions to a smaller circle [60]. It is
thusplausible tohypothesize that suchdifferences in cooperation
are driven by how, across subsistence types, people react to
gossip and observability in interactions with ingroup members
or strangers. Further research on the link between subsistence
environments and reputation systems might provide interesting
insights that would enrich our understanding of different
cooperation strategies across contexts.
(c) Cultural values
Cultural values can be defined as trans-situational goals and
principles that are considered important in a given society
and guide people’s actions [64,65]. Some cultural values
that are predominant in a specific society can be associated
with variation in interdependence, which in turn may moder-
ate the effect of reputation systems on cooperation among
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strangers. For example, societies may differ in the degree to
which individuals conceptualize the self and prioritize individ-
ual versus group goals [66]. Societies characterized by higher
collectivistic values are associated with greater levels of interde-
pendencewith ingroupmembers [66]. Researchers have argued
that in contexts characterized by higher collectivistic values,
people often engage in gossip towards ingroup members to
blame deviant behaviour, as people care about their reputation
primarily in interactionwith ingroupmembers [67]. In linewith
this, previous research involving employees across 10 organiz-
ations in Pakistan (n = 198), reported that a collectivistic
orientation moderated the effect of negative gossip on job per-
formance (a proxy of cooperation in the workplace, [68]). On
the other hand, societies characterized by a higher prevalence
of individualistic values are associated with greater indepen-
dence from strangers and autonomy, loose connections to
ingroups and prioritize personal needs and goals. Although
there is no direct evidence for such pattern, a previous cross-cul-
tural study conducted across 16 societies (n = 1120, student
samples) found that in contexts characterized by a higher
degree of individualism people were more cooperative towards
strangers, than in more collectivistic contexts [69]. It is possible
that such effect on cooperation is mediated by reputation sys-
tems and moderated by differences in interdependence across
individualistic and collectivistic contexts (figure 1).

Cultural values may also directly affect reputation systems
and in turn cooperation. For example, societies can also vary
based on whether they are characterized by relatively tighter
or looser norms [70]. Tighter cultural values are defined by
stronger norms, lower tolerance of deviant behaviour, and
are more likely to have autocratic governments that suppress
dissent and media institutions with restricted content. Looser
cultural values are characterized by weaker social norms and
higher tolerance of deviant behaviours. In contexts character-
ized by tighter cultural values, institutions play a major role
in enforcing cooperation and punishing deviant behaviours,
lessening the need to spread information informally [70,71].
Then again, in contexts with tighter norms, norm violations
are consideredmore important so that, all else equal, the neces-
sity of reputation systems in detecting norm violators increases
compared to societies with relatively more prevalent looser
norms. Although the evidence on the link between tight
versus loose societies, reputation and cooperation is scarce, a
recent game-theoretic agent-based model found that tighter
contexts adopt a cooperative norm faster than looser contexts
[72]. An empirical investigation of the cross-cultural variation
among different cultural values (such as tightness versus
looseness) that affect different reputation systems (and
their effect on cooperation) would provide an interesting
avenue for future research, also allowing for interdisciplinary
collaborations between anthropology and psychology.
(d) Institutions
Institutions are ‘the rules of the game’ that regulate social inter-
actions in a given society [73–75]. They define what is possible
and desirable by incentivizing specific behaviours and prohi-
biting others. Some institutions are informal, based on the
shared understanding of members of a population [73].
Formal and informal institutions can affect the pay-off of
unwanted behaviour. Institutions produce, enact and enforce
norms, which mitigate uncertainty and threat [76,77]. They
make possible the creation of shared expectations about how
people will behave across situations, which facilitates
coordination and cooperation [78].

Institutions can also shape how reputations are formed,
spread and used. For example, groups and communities may
have different informal norms about what can, and cannot, be
communicated through gossip [27,79]. Furthermore, formal
rules, manifested in official regulations and organizations
[74], may prescribe that some reputation-relevant information
is collected and made available and observable by public
agencies. Economic historians have emphasized the importance
of institutions that facilitate the gathering and spreading of
reputational information in pre-modern trade. Institutions
that promoted the formation and spreading of reputations
enabled individuals within the reputation network to profit
from cooperation when legal enforcement was impossible. In
the absence of ways and means to enforce contracts, mediaeval
merchants relied on reputation-based institutions to support
long-distance trade [80–82]. The Jewish Maghribi traders
formed an implicit coalition that facilitated the spread of infor-
mation about contract breaches. TheMaghribi traders excluded
those who suffered a bad reputation from trading with other
members of the coalition [81,83]. In Venice, the state provided
both rents in the form of trading privileges and protection
and intelligence on misbehaviour of Venetian merchants
abroad. Traders who wanted to benefit from these rents
sought a positive reputation with the state, for fear of exclusion
[84]. Trading hubs facilitated the spread of reputations through
trade networks into early modernity [82,85–87]. Early corpor-
ations such as the English East India Company and the Dutch
East India Company similarly relied on strategies and govern-
ance mechanisms to build up a positive reputation among
investors [82].

Contemporaryonlineplatforms are inspiredbysimilar prin-
ciples, and they are pivotal to the establishment of online
transactions among distant strangers characterized by asym-
metric information, where buyers have limited information
about the goods they are going to buy and no way to enforce
the terms of the transaction [88]. Such online platforms are insti-
tutions that enhance observability by allowing users to monitor
and assess reputations within a given community of users
[52,88]. Indeed, online markets (providing the possibility to
observe a positive or a negative review) support exchange,
and individuals with a positive reputation benefit [51], even
though competitors can artificially manipulate reviews (the
own or the others’), and thus portray an inaccurate public
image [52]. There is increasing evidence pointing to the ‘dark
side’ of institutions and more research is needed to understand
the negative consequences of these platforms. For instance,
reputation systems can support illicit trade, where other forms
of norm enforcement are not available [89], or they have unin-
tended negative consequences. Tracking the performance of
public services can be very useful for citizens [90], but the
same rankings have been indicated as ‘technologies of global
governance’ [91], which can affect power relationships and gov-
ernance. Future research is needed to explore the limitations of
reputation systems in online markets, but also their unintended
side-effects (e.g. distorted reputational information).
3. Discussion and conclusion
Decades of research on reputation have outlined its key role
in regulating social behaviour in humans. However, past
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research has overlooked the socio-ecological conditions that
influence the relationship between reputation systems and
cooperation. Here, we presented a review on environmental,
cultural and institutional factors that shape reputation sys-
tems and how reputation systems can affect cooperation via
changes in the interdependence structure. In particular, we
highlighted how such factors (e.g. relational mobility, preva-
lence of individualistic values, formal institutions) could play
a crucial role in influencing either (i) the degree to which
one’s actions are observable, (ii) how easily reputational
information can spread through gossip, and (iii) the interde-
pendence underlying social interactions. In turn, this affects
the success of reputation-based mechanisms of indirect
reciprocity and partner choice in promoting cooperation.

By focusing on a few prominent socio-ecological factors,
our review can provide a summary to guide future research
on reputation. However, we should also outline a few limit-
ations. First, we focused on a limited set of factors that may
influence the form and functioning of reputation systems in
particular contexts. Other socio-ecological factors may also
play a crucial role in affecting reputation systems in other con-
texts. For example, formal and informal religious institutions
can also play a prominent role in the study of reputation
[76,92]. For example, it has been hypothesized that religion
offers a circumscribed social arena in which reputations can
be built, evaluated, rewarded and efficiently punished,
through religious practices and rituals [93]. Moreover, as reli-
gious practices and symbolic markers are successful when
interactions are restricted to close ingroup members, in con-
texts characterized by higher degree of religiosity, reputation
systems may be particularly relevant to promote cooperation
towards co-religionists [76]. Second, although we showed
how socio-ecological conditions might matter, we did not dis-
cuss how the interaction between socio-ecological factors (the
environment, cultural values and institutions) can explain vari-
ation in reputation systems, interdependence and cooperation.
Rather, we provided an overview of how each specific com-
ponent might independently influence the reputation system.
Future research is needed to understand the interaction
between these socio-ecological factors and/or the underlying
overlapping mechanisms that these different socio-ecological
differences may trigger.
Finally, we only focused on specific aspects of reputation
(e.g. reputation systems and their relationship with interde-
pendence). However, variation across social ecologies may
also affect other aspects of reputation, such as the specific
content of reputation information that may promote
cooperation [94]. For example, in some foraging immediate-
return social ecologies, gaining a reputation for being gener-
ous helps establish cooperation within close groups
[45,95,96]. In fact, in such contexts, a reputation for pro-soci-
ality generates trust among individuals, who are more willing
to select as cooperative partners people with such positive
reputation [97]. By contrast, in other contexts, a reputation
for strength is more relevant and pervasive to regulate
social interactions among individuals [98,99]. Future research
is needed to understand how socio-ecological variation might
be associated with other aspects of reputation.

Although previous research has focused on reputation
systems in particular societies and contexts [30–32], there is
still a tendency to assume that reputation systems operate
in a social vacuum, or that they will invariantly be effective
in promoting cooperation across diverse contexts. Here, we
have illustrated how a variety of socio-ecological conditions
might shape the functioning of reputation systems (e.g.
through gossip or through observability) and their effects
on cooperation. Our review thus aligns with recent calls for
incorporating socio-ecology in the study of human social
behaviour [34–36]. To conclude, the present review provides
a conceptual framework and a unified collection of empirical
findings to understand reputation systems and their relation-
ship to cooperation within and across contexts.
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